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An increasing popular method of construction is "podium construction" where the first floor is retail space and
constructed out of concrete, steel framing, glass store fronts, and 18 foot ceiling heights, topped with a concrete floor
slab or "podium". On top of the slab, 3 or 4 stories of wood frame residential are constructed around a courtyard that
contains - planters, swimming pools, fountains, whatever. Some folks call this the best of commercial coupled with the
best of residential. Others view it the opposite way.
This presentation looks at water, air, vapor and thermal control of typical assemblies used in podium construction.
Related issues addressed are osmosis and fluid applied water proofing over concrete decks and plaza decks. Unvented
roof assemblies and flashing balconies. And assuming we get the "enclosure" part right, how do we ventilate the units?
Do folks actually believe that installing exhaust fans actually works?
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physics: rain and airflow are easy, how about osmosis and thermal diffusion?
detailing: what do the drawings and specifications actually need to show and say?
testing: why most testing is unnecessary because of the way it is done.
ventilation: where does the air need to come from and where does it need to go?
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